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A Surgeons War My Year
WHEN Rebecca Green was told her crippling stomach pains could be ovarian cancer, she broke down, fearing she was going to die. Sobbing to her husband Adam when she got home, the mum-of-two spent ...
Doctors wrongly REMOVED my ovaries after mistaking fibroids for cancer
But even though the conflict was the first U.S. war to be systematically photographed, photographs of Black Civil War soldiers, 160 years ... to my race. His letter was passed on to the surgeon ...
What Rare Images of Black Military Surgeons Reveal About the Civil War Era—and Today
As a student living through anti-war protests and political assassinations, my generation seemed to be in the center of swift social change.
My college years were in the tumultuous 1960s. Graduates today must keep idealism alive.
A MAN filmed himself holding and LICKING a “slimy” creature on a beach – unaware it could kill him. He was completely clueless than the jellyfish-like animal was actually a ...
Video shows man LICKING ‘slimy’ creature without realising its deadly Portuguese Man O’ War jellyfish
TIME asked the Senior Historian at the National World War II Museum which myths he has spent the most time debunking ...
The Real Biggest Myths About World War II, According to a Military Historian
Elo Company’s “You Are Not a Soldier,” which had its world premiere this week in Hot Docs’ Systems Down sidebar, is not just an ode to survival. It is also about coping with grief, about ...
Hot Docs Title ‘You Are Not a Soldier’ Delves into the Horrors of War (EXCLUSIVE)
"I'll show you what it is," Murthy said. "It's my little boy." The surgeon general lifted the four-year-old onto his lap so he could be seen properly. King and Mason burst into laughter and ...
Surgeon General Vivek Murthy's 4-Year-Old Son Crashes CBS Interview
Griffiths' story began in 2012 when, after years of suffering ... I couldn’t walk for the pain. My back and legs were burning. I knew it couldn’t just be ‘female problems’ and I even went back to my ...
Mesh implant caused 'uncontrollable pain': Woman suing surgeon says her agony is 'tip of the iceberg'
Gordon “Mouse” Cleaver was one of the first Royal Air Force aces of World War II, but his most indelible mark on history was inadvertently inspiring a surgical procedure that ... For thousands of ...
How a WW2 Combat Injury Led to a Treatment for Cataracts, 40 Years Later
Peter Lee ’94 PhD’03 MD’05, cardiothoracic surgeon ... what may be my main career.” Because of this, Lee had the flexibility during his time at the University to start an MD/PhD, go to South Korea as ...
A cardiothoracic surgeon, aerospace researcher and professor: Peter Lee ’94 PhD’03 MD’05 on his path back to Brown
Born in Kiev, Ukraine, Shapiro’s family moved to the United States when he was 17 years ... and my family also moved as refugees,” said Maj. (Dr.) Slava Shapiro, an oral surgeon assigned ...
Oral surgeon makes the leap from private practice to the Army
"I mean this from the bottom of my heart. It was a poor choice of words. The man is a war hero and he deserves all the respect in the world." Crenshaw got the last laugh when he appeared on "SNL ...
Rep. Dan Crenshaw says he will be 'effectively blind' for a month after emergency eye surgery
Seven years ago, escaping the civil war, the Syrian surgeon lost his first wife and ... “They are both with me all the time, in my thoughts, in my daily prayers, and still their photos burn ...
Surgeon cradles newborn son after losing family in shipwreck
Artifacts from the White War — a battle between Italian and Austro-Hungarian troops that took place in the forbidding heights of the Alps — are on their way to a museum.
Melting Glaciers Have Exposed Frozen Relics of World War I
"In this regard, I have instructed my ... surgeon Dr Bothwell Mbuwayesango, who successfully led a team of health professionals to separate the conjoined twins both in 2014 and this year, hailed ...
Zimbabwe: Zim Surgeons to Help in Other Countries
NEARLY TWO YEARS AGO THIS STUDENT LOST TWO ... FOR A PREMED STUDENT HOPING TO BECOME A SURGEON. >> THEY TOLD ME I WAS BETTER OFF LOSING MY ENTIRE HAND. >> SHORTLY AFTER A GROUP OF STUDENTS AND ...
WPI students developing life-changing partial hand prosthetic
Although, virtual reality can be used as entertainment several individuals in the medical field are using this technology to help with mental health, PTSD, and in the last few years virtual ...
Michigan surgeon first to perform virtual reality hand surgery in the United States
“In this regard, I have instructed my ... surgeon Dr Bothwell Mbuwayesango, who successfully led a team of health professionals to separate the conjoined twins both in 2014 and this year ...
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